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Communicated by T. Hida 
Some function space laws of the iterated logarithm for Brownian motion with 
values in fmite and infmite dimensional vector spaces are shown to follow from 
Hincin’s classical law of the iterated logarithm and some martingale techniques. 
A law of the iterated logarithm for Brownian motion in a differentiable manifold 
is also stated. 
1. MAIN RESULTS 
The first result that is stated is Hincin’s law of the iterated logarithm [8]. 
For a concise proof of this result the reader is referred to [12]. All measure 
spaces in this paper are assumed to be complete. 
LEMMA 1. Let @(&a+ be a real-valued Brownian motion with continuous 




t+- (2t log log ty2 
=1 =l. 
t 
LEMMA 2. Let (B(t))tfR+ be a real-valued Brownian motion with continuous 
sample paths. The set of cluster points of the family of random variables 
(B(t)/(2t log log t)li2) as t+cc 
is almost surely [-1, fl]. 
Proof- Let PIWtE~+ and (Bz(t))t,w+ be two independent Brownian motions 
with continuous sample paths on a fixed probability space. Then the process 
al4 + a2B2 for cz12 + 0~~~ = 1 is a Brownian motion. Noting that the new 
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Brownian motion is a continuous function of 4 and % by suitably varying 01~ 
and aa and applying induction, it follows that the set of cluster points is dense 
in [-1, +l]. 1 
The Sobolev space of all real-valued continuous functions on [0, I] with 
initial value zero that are absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue 
measure) and whose derivative is square integrable will be denoted L~91(lR). 
The following result was first obtained by Strassen [14]. 
THEOREM 1. Let @(t&n+ be a real-valued Brownian motion with continuous 
sample functions. Dejne the sequence of processes (Cn(t))t,[o,l] with continuous ample 
functions for n E N, n 2 3, as 
C%(t) = B(nt)/(2n log log n)lj2. 
Then the set of cluster points of (C,,(t))t,[o,Il in the norm topology is almost surely 
the unit ball of Li*l(R). 
Proof. Let r be the unit ball ofL~~l(R). Let (l,JnsN be a complete orthonormal 
basis for H from elements ofjEI*, where j: B* + H is the canonical injection, 
B* is the topological dual of 5 = C,(W), the family of real-valued continuous 
functions on [0, l] with zero initial value, and H = LtY1(iR). 
Given E > 0 using a result of Walsh [15], there is a K such that for k 3 K, 
P{Il 8, - B II > 4 < 6, 
where 11 *11 is the sup norm for C,,(R) and 
Furthermore, since the law of (B(nt))t,[o,Il is the same as the law for 
WzWhE[o,ll for k > K, 
PIll T;’ - G II > 4 < c, 
where 
Tf’(t) = ( i 1’ l,(s) dB(sn) IOt 1,)/(2n log log n)1/2. 
rn=l 0 
Fix k = K. Given E > 0, partition [- 1, 11” along each coordinate [ - 1, l] into 
equal subdivisions of length I/m such that k/m < E. Let the finite collection 
of points of all the K-tuples of the partition points be denoted (ai)i,l,l,...,r . 
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Given IE r, there is an ai from the family of partition points such that by 
a trivial estimate along each coordinate, 
1 ,d (I, Tp’) - x2’ / < E, 
where 
x2’ = (i I’ Zj(S) dB(sn) ay)i,, log log ?2)1/2. 
j=l 0 
For E > 0, define A, as 
A, = (w: I Xi’“‘(oJ)l < 1 + E, k= 1,2 ,..., r;j>n>. 
From Lemma 2, P(uzzI A,) = 1. Therefore, there is an N such that 
P(AN) > 1 - E. 
By the principle of uniform boundedness for w E A, , (T,(t, w))Q~ is bounded 
in the H norm. This family of elements of H is contained in the ball of radius 
1 + 2~, r(l + 2~). Recall that the H norm is stronger than the B norm. Thus, 
Pill T?’ - r(1 + 24 > 25 n 3 IV) < l . 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, 
P{[I Tf) - I’\/ > E i.o.> = 0. 
Recalling that for n > 3, n E IV, 
P{II C, - @)I1 > c} < E, 
it follows that for n >, iV, 
P{II c, - rj\ > 5) < 2c. 
Since the arguments above are valid for each K E N, there is a subsequence 
such that for each E > 0, 
P{II Cal - rl[ > E i.0.) = 0. 
Let I E jB* be of unit length. By Lemma 1, 
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For almost all w such that i&+,(1, C,Jw)) = 1, there is a subsequence that 
converges in C&I%) to an element of r because r is compact. Therefore, 1 is 
a cluster point of (C,). Using the same technique as in the proof of Lemma 2, 
it follows that all the elements in the line joining -1 and 1 are cluster points. 
Since jB* n r is dense in r in the H norm and the set of cluster points is closed, 
it follows that this set contains I’. 
To show there are no other cluster points, let x E C&R), be a norm cluster 
point. Recall that the canonical injection i: H + B, where H = I$‘(Iw) and 
lE8 = C,,(Iw) is dense and continuous, and so by elementary properties of adjoints 
j: B* -+ H* is dense and continuous. Consider a countable dense set of unit 
vectors ofjlEg*. Compute the stochastic integral (for t E [0, I]) and apply Lemma 1 
to show that x is bounded (by 1) densely defined linear functional on H almost 
surely so that it has a continuous extension and x E r. 1 
Remark. For n-dimensional Brownian motion, Theorem 1 is easily extended 
to the obvious generalization. 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and 1 . 1 a measurable norm on H in the 
sense of [7] (see also [2] for a somewhat different formulation). Let B be the 
Banach space obtained from the completion of H by 1 * /. This formulation is 
sometimes called an abstract Wiener space. 
To construct B-valued Brownian motion with continuous sample paths 
using H, / . 1, and the family of canonical normal distributions, it suffices to 
use an observation of Gross [7] on a result of Nelson [13] and an integrability 
result of Fernique [6], or to use Fernique’s result with a martingale technique 
that is related to some techniques in the subsequent proof. 
The Sobolev space of H-valued continuous functions on [0, I] with initial 
value zero that are absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure) 
and whose derivative is H norm square integrable will be denoted Lill(H). 
The following result was first obtained by Kuelbs and LePage [lo]. 
THEOREM 2. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and 1 * I a measurable norm 
on Hfor the family of canonical normal distributions and let B be the Banach space 
obtainedfrom the completion of H by 1 . I. Let (B(t))t,w+ be a B-valued Brownian 
motion with norm continuous ample functions, obtainedfiom the family of canonical 
normal distributions on H and / . j. For n E N, n > 3, let (CJt))te[o,ll be a sequence 
of B-valued processes with norm continuous sample paths given by 
CJt) = B(nt)/(2n log log n)V. 
Then the set of cluster points of (Cn(t))tE[o,ll in the norm topology for B-valued 
continuous functions is almost surely the unit ball of LiY1(H). 
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Proof. Let 11 * ]I be the sup norm obtained from 1 * 1 on the Banach space of 
B-valued continuous functions on [0, 11. By a result of Fernique [a it follows 
that 
EeallBll < co, 
where a > 0. 
Using a Banach-valued martingale convergence theorem of Chatterji [l], it 
will be shown, as in [15] for real-valued Brownian motion, that there is a 
sequence of H-valued processes that converge in the norm, 11 * 11, to &valued 
Brownian motion. Let (Q, 9, P) be the probability space of B-valued Brownian 
motion on [0, l] and let 9, be the smallest augmented sub-a-algebra of 9r 
containing {(Zr , B), (Zr , B),..., (1, , B)}, where (Z,JnelBi is a complete orthonormal 
basis from j!B*, where j: B* -+ H* is the canonical injection. Let S, be defined 
as 
& = -f Vk 2 B) ilk , 
k=l 
where i: H -+ B is the canonical injection. 
Now recalling the construction of the measure for B-valued Brownian motion, 
it follows that 
E[B 1 Sn] = S, a.s. 
Furthermore, by the martingale convergence theorem [l], 
E[ll S, - B PI + 0 as n-+ co for mEN. 
Given E > 0, there is a K(r) such that for K 3 K, 
p{II 8, - B 11 > C} < E. 
Since (B(t~))~,~,,~l and (Sfll)(t))t,[o.Ij have the same law as (dl*B(t)),,~,,~~ and 
(+‘aSk(t))&[O,Ij , respectively, it follows that 
where 
P(ll Tk’ - C, II > c> < E, 
T$‘) = Sk’ 
(2n log log +a 
= Id-=, (4 , W)) ilj 
(2n log log +/a * 
Let k = 1. By Theorem 1 there is a subsequence such that for E > 0, 
P(jj TF) - r/j > E i.0.) = 0. 
683/5/4-z 
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Applying induction, choosing a subsequence for k = n from the subsequence 
for k = n - 1, and selecting the diagonal sequence, there is a subsequence 
such that for all k E N and for E > 0, 
P{ll TF’ - rll > E i.o.} = 0. 
For E > 0, combining the martingale convergence result with the above it 
follows that 
and by choosing an appropriate subsequence 
P{II C,, - r/j > E i.o.} = 0. , 
Let 1 ~jb* be of unit length where j: ii%* --f I?* and 8* is the topological 
dual of fi = C,,(lEI), the family of B-valued continuous functions on [0, l] with 
zero initial value fl = Li>l(H) and j is the canonical injection. As in the proof 
of Theorem 1, because again r is compact [IO], it follows that ((I, C,,)) has 
cluster point 1. Therefore, the set of cluster points contains l? 
To show there are no other cluster points, the same technique as in the proof 
of Theorem 1 can be used. 1 
2. A GENERALIZATION 
Brownian motion in a connected, compact n-dimensional Riemannian mani- 
fold will now be considered and a result analogous to Theorem 1 will be described. 
Apparently, a result of this form has not been available. The techniques of the 
proof will be described briefly before the statement of the theorem. The interested 
reader can complete the details. 
Some results from differential geometry will be recalled. Let M be a smooth, 
connected, compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n. Let a EM be a fixed 
point. Define Lt*l(T,M) as the Sobolev space of T,M-valued continuous 
functions on [0, I] with initial values 0 that are absolutely continuous (with 
respect to Lebesgue measure) and that have derivatives that are square integrable 
and define L:,‘(M) as the Sobolev space of M-valued continuous functions 
on [0, l] with initial values a E M that are absolutely continuous (with respect 
to Lebesgue measure) and that have derivatives that are square integrable using 
the Riemannian metric. 
The development of s. Car-tan which identifies curves in L:*‘(M) with curves 
inLiv’( T,M) by parallelism has an inverse, 9, from L?l( T,M) to L:l(M) and it 
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can be shown that 9 is a global diffeomorphism of the space @‘(T,M) onto 
the Hilbert manifold, @l(M). Not only is I$l(M) a Hilbert manifold, but also 
the family, C,(M), of M-valued continuous functions on [0, 1] is a Banach 
manifold from the facts that [0, 1] is compact and M is connected and compact 
[41* 
Eells and Elworthy [5] have indicated that 4 could be extended from@‘( TaM) 
to a set of full measure of the T,M-valued Brownian motion. This extension of 9 
identifies almost surely the paths of the T,M-valued Brownian motion starting 
at 0 with the paths of the M-valued Brownian motion starting at a. Some special 
cases of this construction had been treated by McKean [11, 121. For this dis- 
cussion and for other applications it is desirable not only to identify the paths of 
the TaM-valued Brownian motion but also to identify tangent vectors along 
the T,M-valued Brownian motion with tangent vectors along the M-valued 
Brownian motion. This latter identification is accomplished by constructing 
the (horizontal) lift of the M-valued Brownian motion to the bundle of ortho- 
normal frames, O(M) [3]. This O(M)-valued p recess with fixed initial point 
in the fiber over a also allows the identification of real-valued stochastic integrals 
formed from the T,M-valued Brownian motion with real-valued stochastic 
integrals formed from the M-valued Brownian motion [3]. 
For n E N, n > 3, let (B,(t))to[o,ll be the sequence of T,M-valued processes 
given in the statement of the law of the iterated logarithm for the T,M-valued 
Brownian motion and let (Cn(t))t,[O,I~ be the sequence of M-valued processes 
obtained by applying the extension of the inverse of the development to the 
sequence (B,(t))t,[O,Il . For each integer n >, 3 there is a sequence of M-valued 
piecewise geodesic processes (Cn,m(t))tG~o,I~ that converge uniformly almost 
surely to the M-valued process (C,(t)),,r,,,l . Furthermore, the lifts, 
of the sequence (Cn,m(9tero,a with fixed initial point in the fiber over a converge 
uniformly almost surely to the lift, (Cn(t)),,f,,,l , of (Cn(t))t,[o,Il [3]. 
Let U be a bounded convex neighborhood of a EM. Stop the processes 
(G,&>)t~rop~~ and (G(%tosl~ at the boundary of U, au. The exponential map 
at a, exp, , is a diffeomorphism of Y C T,M to U. By applying the map, exp;l, 
to the processes above a family of processes with values in V are obtained. 
Consider the family (Dn,Jt))t.[o,I~ of T,M-valued processes obtained from 
the family (Cn,Jt))t,[o,Il of geodesic processes until their first hitting times 
of i?U and from the map exp,‘. Since u is compact, the development preserves 
inner products in the spaces Li*l( T,M) and L:l(M) and the principle of uniform 
boundedness, as was applied in the proof of Theorem 1 for n and m sufficiently 
large with probability near one, the family (Dn,m(t))t.~o,I~ of processes is uniformly 
bounded in the Lf$l(TaM) norm. Since bounded sets in Lt>‘( T,M) are relatively 
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compact in the sup norm topology of T,M-valued continuous functions on 
[0, I] with initial values 0, C,,(T,M), for m, fixed and sufficiently large there is 
a subsequence (Dn,m,(t))to[O,l~ that converges in C,(T,M). For m > m, the 
sequence (DnJt)) converges to a point near the aforementioned limit. Further- 
more, the double sequence (Dn,Jt)) converges in C,,( T,M). This cluster point 
of (Dnjm(t)) is in Liy’(T,M), by the same argument as described in the proof 
of Theorem 1. Considering the corresponding, cluster point in U by applying 
the map, exp, , it follows by the isometry property of the development that this 
cluster point is in the unit ball of J!$~(M). Let b E k3U be the first hitting point 
of aU for this cluster point and repeat the procedure above as follows. Choose 
a convex bounded neighborhood about b and consider the family of processes 
that gave the aforementioned cluster point in U. Repeat this procedure by 
induction. The cluster point formed by combining the various pieces of M-valued 
curves obtained by induction is an element in the unit ball by the isometry 
property of the development. This isometry property of the development and 
a simple observation of compactness show that the induction terminates in a 
finite number of steps. Thus each cluster point is in the unit ball of L:*‘(M). 
To verify that the family of cluster points is the whole unit ball, choose an arbitrary 
element in the unit ball of LtY1(M). Develop this element to Li*l(T,M) and 
choose a subsequence of the processes (B,(t)) that converge to this element in 
the unit ball of Pr( T,M). The image by &r’ of this subsequence in the manifold 
will have as limit point the given element of the unit ball of J!,~*~(IM) by the 
identification of the real-valued stochastic integrals for the two Brownian 
motions. 
THEOREM 3. Let M be a connected, compact Riemannian manifold of dimension 
n and let (B&R+ be a Brownian motion in T,M with continuous sample paths. 
Let (Cn(t))to[o,ll be a family of M-valued processes for n E N, n 3 3, given by 
C,(t) = Y[B(nt)/(2n log log n)llz], 
where Y- is the extension of the inverse of the development 
9: L;*‘( T,M) -j L;l(M). 
Then the family of M-valued processes (C,,(t))t,[a,Il clusters almost surely in 
the topology of C,(M) at every point of the unit ball of L:‘(M). 
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